TWO THOUSAND STEPS  Benimaurell

about 10km, 430m asc, 4hrs.
hard moderate circuit. Varied route on paths, tracks and mozarabic trails crossing a deep canyon.

Scale approx 1cm = 100m

The well preserved mozarabic trails were built with considerable engineering skill, centuries ago by Christians who accepted Moorish rule.

www.costablancawalks.com
**PARCENT TO MURLA**

approx. 8 km, 200m ascent, 3hrs.
easy/moderate clockwise circuit.

Follow this cycle route sign except for the riverbed path and on returning to Parcent.

Cairns also mark the route.

This circuit, based on a bike route, provides easy walking on camis and tracks, except for the stony bed of the Riu Xalo. It is undulating, without steep ups or downs. Murla provides an interesting halfway stop with a bar and ruins.

**COSTA BLANCA WALKS MAPS**
MURLA MEANDER - Moderate. Approx. 9km, 300m asc. 3hrs 15min.

Scale about 1km = 100m

Though not short this circuit is all on good paths, tracks or quiet lanes. It undulates, but there are no steep ups or downs. Much of the walk is in woodland, giving shade, but there are mountain views too. The ermita de St. Sebastia is of interest and the font gel an ideal picnic spot.

COSTA BLANCA WALKS MAPS
CASTELL OCAIYE

Approx. 6 km, 200m asc, 2½ hrs.
Moderate mountain circuit;
grade higher than figures might suggest!
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This is mountaineering in miniature!
Some paths are steep, rocky and can be slippery! The castle ruins are a superlative viewpoint, reached by a narrow, winding path to the top of a pinnacle of rock.

COSTA BLANCA WALKS MAPS